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1. Politics 
Political Rewind      Georgia Public Broadcasting 
Every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday at 2pm,. 
 
GPB’s four-times-per-week discussion of all things politics, Political Rewind, focused on upcoming political races and the 
surprise resignation of Georgia Sen. Johnny Isakson and who might replace him. Host Bill Nigut and a rotating panel of 
political experts, including Atlanta Journal-Constitution Political Editor Jim Galloway, discussed the latest campaign news, 
polls, rumors and speculation, as well as happenings in state and local political races and preparations for future races.  The 
release of the Mueller report on the 2016 Presidential election got a lot of attention, as did the whistleblower report on the 
President’s dealings with Ukraine that led to the start of impeachment proceedings. 
 
On Second Thought      GPB 
July 1, 2019, 9am. 

The first day of July marks the beginning of the new fiscal year and when many laws take effect. The record-setting $27.5 
billion state operating budget also kicks in, complete with money for a new voting system and pay raises for teachers, school 
staff and state employees. Stephen Fowler, GPB's political reporter, joined On Second Thought to talk about new laws taking 
effect, including raising the minimum marriage age from 16 to 17, requiring schools to post the phone number for the DFCS 
Child Abuse Hotline, doubling the penalty for hit-and-run drivers and allowing the cultivation of low-THC oil. 

Meanwhile, national attention has been focused on Georgia with abortion and reproductive rights, electoral integrity, to 2020 
presidential hopefuls. Democratic Party of Georgia chair Sen. Nikema Williams and Georgia Republican Party chair David 
Shafer sat down with GPB News to discuss their plans to emerge victorious next November. Fowler also discussed what that 
means for Georgia voters in the coming months. 

On Second Thought      GPB 
July 30, 2019, 9am. 

Lawsuits over election integrity and legislative decisions about voting machines have been ongoing stories since before the 
presidential elections in 2016. There are surges and retreats of headlines about both, but it can be hard to track. 

While a federal judge is weighing a potential change that will affect how voters will cast ballots this fall, the secretary of 
state has just announced which company it chose that will change the way voters will cast elections next year. 

Georgia Public Broadcasting politics reporter Stephen Fowler has been following the story and joined On Second 
Thought host Virginia Prescott to discuss which updates to pay attention to. 

 
2. Health 
On Second Thought      GPB 
August 2, 2019, 9am. 

On Monday of last week, reporter Andy Miller shared breaking news discovered by Georgia Health News and WebMD. 
Their investigation revealed that two facilities, one in Smyrna and one in Covington, have been releasing high levels of 
ethylene oxide, a gas that causes cancer. These facilities have been releasing airborne toxins in Cobb County for decades. 

Gov. Brian Kemp’s administration is now investigating the matter. The involved companies, area officials and residents 
gathered and are responding to the report. 

On Second Thought host Virginia Prescott was joined by GPB’s Ross Terrell, who is covering this ongoing story, to discuss 
the implications of the discovery and possible outcomes. 
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On Second Thought      GPB 
August 14, 2019, 9am. 

Georgia farmers are dealing with the news that China plans to end all imports of U.S. agriculture in response to higher 
tariffs. This news comes after two years of rough conditions for the farming community, including Hurricane Irma, 
Hurricane Michael and stalled aid packages. With farming ranked ninth among professions with high suicide rates by the 
Centers for Disease Control, recent research from the University of Georgia School of Social Work investigates how those 
stressors could affect a population already at risk.  Dr. Anna Scheyett, Dean of UGA’s School of Social work, sat down 
with On Second Thought host Virginia Prescott to share how her research can better equip rural communities in preventing 
suicides. “Farming isn’t a job. It’s an identity,” Dr. Scheyett said. “Finding people that farmers trust is huge.” 

On Second Thought      GPB 
September 23, 2019, 9am. 

Last week, the FDA disclosed a criminal probe into electronic cigarettes as the number of vaping-related illnesses climbed. 
The enforcement action dovetails with an ongoing Centers For Disease Control and Prevention investigation into vaping-
related illness in the U.S.  

Five hundred thirty people with a history of vaping have been diagnosed with mysterious lung injuries. Eight people have 
died. Five of those cases are in Georgia, with another being investigated here. Several states have proposed banning sales of 
nicotine oils and devices for minors — leading users to stockpile oils as they face what's being called the "Vapocalypse."  

Michael Eriksen is Interim Vice President for Research and Economic Development and founding dean of the School of 
Public Health at Georgia State University. He's former director of the Office on Smoking and Health at the CDC. He spoke 
with On Second Thought host Virginia Prescott for updates on vaping-related illnesses and deaths, as well as possible future 
solutions. 

 
3. Race and Civil Rights 
On Second Thought      GPB 
August 8, 2019, 9am. 

A report by financial news and content company, 24-7 Wall Street, identifies the 25 most-segregated cities in America. Four 
are in Georgia, and one of those is in the top five. The area covering Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Roswell is number 22. 
Columbus comes in at 19. Macon is number 11. Albany, Georgia, comes in at No. 3. 

Segregation is a big topic with deep roots and far-reaching branches, and On Second Thought was joined by three people 
who offer breadth and depth on the causes and effects of a persistent American reality. They discuss how segregated housing 
is the root of many other inequities. 

Guests for today’s program included Lee Formwalt, a former professor at Albany State University and the author of Looking 
Back, Moving Forward; Charise Stephens, CEO at Georgia Wellness and Fitness Festival and participant of GPB's Macon 
Conversations series; and Richard Rothstein, fellow of the Economic Policy Institute and author of The Color of Law: A 
Forgotten History of How our Government Segregated America. 

On Second Thought      GPB 
August 1, 2019, 9am. 

Has America become more racist? Earlier this year, The Pew Research Center attempted to answer that question and found 
that roughly two thirds of adults do think it is more common for people to express racist views since Donald Trump became 
president. Other long-term trends, however, suggest an overall decline in both racist views and racist acts.  What we do 
know is that America is more segregated — at least in American schools, where levels of black and white segregation have 
remained relatively unchanged for 40 years despite huge shifts in the diversity of student population. 
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The causes and effects of racial isolation, assimilation and how we talk about race is the life work of Dr. Beverly Daniel 
Tatum. Her 1997 book, Why are all the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria, established her as an authority on the 
psychology of racism. She was later named ninth president of Spelman College. After leaving that post and 20 years after the 
book’s original publication, Tatum revised it to reflect the nation’s education reality. 

Tatum joined On Second Thought host Virginia Prescott to have a conversation about race on today’s show. 

On Second Thought      GPB 
August 19, 2019, 9am. 

Two years ago, far-right groups gathered in Charlottesville, Virginia, to oppose the city council's decision to remove a statue 
of Confederate General Robert E. Lee from a public park. Those protests culminated in a "Unite The Right" rally, where 
members of Alt-Right, white supremacist and neo-Nazi groups clashed with counter-protestors — one of whom was killed. 
More than 49 people were injured.  

Thirty cities across the country removed Confederate monuments after that deadly incident in Charlottesville. Georgia is 
among seven Southern states that forbid taking down Confederate monuments. 

The city of Atlanta is taking another approach: it's adding context about the realities of slavery, the Civil War and the 
brutality that followed on four monuments. According to the Atlanta Hisory Center, "The Peace monument, built in 1911 in 
the midst of one of Atlanta’s most popular parks, is a large statue of a Confederate soldier halted by an angel. The original 
plaque explains how a Confederate-era city militia was on a peace mission to unite America after the civil war. The added 
marker explains how it excludes 200,000 African Americans who served in the US army." 

Karen L. Cox is a professor at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. She spoke with On Second Thought host 
Virginia Prescott on the line from Charlotte. Cox collaborated with Fitzhugh Brondage, who also joined the conversation 
about their book, Confederate Statues and Memorialization. CEO and president at the Atlanta History Center Sheffield Hale 
also joined the discussion. "At the Atlanta History Center, we've taken the position that if we give people facts and tools, 
where they can deal with Confederate monuments on a local level, that perhaps is a way around this national dialogue," Hale 
said. 

 
4. Environment 
On Second Thought      GPB 
July 17, 2019, 9am. 

Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms is headed to Washington D.C. this week to testify in front of a Senate committee 
about the city’s plans for climate change. Other Georgia municipalities across the state are dealing with higher temperatures 
and extreme weather. Southern leaders, regardless of politics, are now taking actions to mitigate local effects of climate 
change, all while the federal government continues to roll back protections. 

Dr. Rick Van Noy, a professor of English at Radford University, travelled around the southeast for his book Sudden Spring: 
Stories of Adaptation in a Climate-Changed South. He joined today’s On Second Thought to share with host Virginia 
Prescott what coastal communities are doing in the face of rising tides. Dr. Kim Cobb, a climate scientist and director of the 
Global Change Program at Georgia Tech, also joined the conversation to highlight how cities can act as blueprints for future 
climate policy and what groups are most susceptible to heat exposure. “Heat is not an equal opportunity killer,” Cobb 
explained. “We really are looking at the very young and the very old. People with pre-existing health conditions, and 
especially — across those groups — the lowest income members of our community are exceptionally vulnerable.” 

On Second Thought      GPB 
August 26, 2019, 9am. 

When coal-fired power plants burn coal, what’s left over is a toxic ash mixed with water that gets stored in ash ponds. They 
look pretty much like you’d imagine – huge, contained pools of slurry and particulates – and environmentalists worry about 
their potential effects on the ecosystem and drinking water. Georgia Power is on track to quit adding to its ash ponds by 
sometime next year.  That’s a mandate in the Integrated Resources Plan the Georgia Public Service Commission approved 
this summer.  
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How utilities should close their ash ponds is governed by the federal Environmental Protection Agency, but the EPA wants 
to hand that responsibility to states. That raises questions about how Georgia Power will excavate its remaining dozens of 
ash ponds and whether state rules on proper closure are strong enough. The public only has until Tuesday, Aug. 27 to weigh 
in on the change.   

GPB’s Grant Blankenship has been following this story, and he gave an update to On Second Thought.  In addition, GPB's 
Emily Jones reported on the burning of biomass to produce energy in Georgia. 

On Second Thought      GPB 
September 6, 2019, 9am. 

Hurricane Dorian is moving north after lashing the coast and outer banks of the Carolinas. In the meantime, Georgians are 
moving back to their homes. In the end, hurricane-force winds only edged along the state’s coast, causing less flooding and 
havoc than predicted. Still, the impact on the economies – and lives – of the areas east of I-95 that were under mandatory 
evacuation remains, along with plenty of evidence that those orders were ignored. We spoke about the storm’s aftermath 
with Emily Jones, reporter at Georgia Public Broadcasting’s Savannah bureau, who’s been covering the storm for days. 

 
5. Economy / Jobs 
On Second Thought      GPB 
July 8, 2019, 9am. 

President Trump said he would pause tariff escalations with China after meeting with that country’s president, Xi Jinping, at 
the G20 Summit. One Georgia industry tracking the ongoing talks is shipping. The Trump administration had threatened a 
25% tariff on ship-to-shore cranes that come from China. The Georgia Ports Authority is ordering six new ones at a total 
cost of $70 million. Its executive director and Georgia’s U.S. senators are asking the White House to rethink taxing them. 
That's because the cranes are just one piece of a $2.5 billion expansion at the ports that's smashing trade and revenue records. 

The investment is already paying off with a 30% trade increase in volume in recent years. That makes Georgia’s port one of 
the fastest growing in the U.S., and those record-breaking exports and imports have been bringing record-setting revenue. 
The Georgia Ports Authority calculates its annual economic activity at $84 billion dollars. 

On Second Thought wanted to see in person how the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project is causing shipping profits to 
skyrocket, so Georgia Ports Authority C.O.O. Edward McCarthy offered a tour. 

He started with a look beneath the waves, where the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers is deepening the Savannah Harbor from 
42 feet to 47 feet. The federal government is picking up about three-fourths of the cost for the almost billion-dollar project. 
The rest is on the state.  

McCarthy explained: “For every foot that the Army Corp can deepen the river, we can add 200 more containers, so, for five 
feet that they are about to dredge out, that’s a thousand containers per ship. That adds up to hundreds of thousands of 
containers on an annual basis to the state of Georgia.” 

On Second Thought      GPB 
July 31, 2019, 9am. 

The median home price in Georgia is on track to nearly double from 2012 prices in the coming years, and wages haven’t 
kept up. Georgia cities can be especially expensive. Atlanta rents have spiked in the past decade at the same time the number 
of units classified as affordable have been dropping. 

GPB’s Ross Terrell recently discussed housing costs with U.S. Housing and Urban Development Secretary Ben Carson 
when Carson was in Atlanta for a conference on emerging strategies to address affordable housing. 

During their one-on-one conversation, Carson acknowledged the problem and emphasized the country’s ability to innovate 
solutions.  
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“First of all, we have to recognize that we do have a shortage of affordable housing, and it's reached a crisis stage but also 
recognize that Americans tend to be very innovative and very entrepreneurial,” Carson said. “What we really want to talk 
about are those things that are emerging that can solve this problem.”  

Carson acknowledged the role gentrification plays in depleting the supply of affordable housing and proposed that offering 
people more choices can negate its effects.  

“That means not only in terms of the housing that we develop, but it also means the people we take care of through 
vouchers," Carson said. "We need to make sure that the voucher system is not onerous. So, if a landlord can take a person 
who's on a voucher versus one without a voucher, who are they going to take? They’re going to take the one without the 
voucher because they don't have all of this paperwork and inspections and stuff. We're working on that very hard on that. We 
have a national task force making very good progress on that too.” 

That response reinforces one of Carson’s main points since assuming the position of HUD secretary: there’s just too much 
regulation. Though Carson said all phases of government – federal, state and local – need to be engaged in the challenge of 
affordable housing, he said regulatory barriers stand in the way of making actual progress. 

Terrell discussed his interview with On Second Thought host Virginia Prescott. 

 


